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1 Introduction 

Essendon Airport Pty Ltd (EAPL) is responsible for the safe operations of aircraft using its facilities and assesses the 
risk posed by all aircraft operations across the airport. The EAPL Safety Management System (SMS) provides 
direction on how hazards are identified and managed through the risk assessment process.  

The Northern Apron is an operational area that is isolated from the wider airport. It has several commercial tenancies 
and public areas that surround it, and due to line-of-sight issues, aircraft activity is not controlled by Air Traffic Control 
(ATC). As a result, the aircraft operations on the Northern Apron have been assessed under the EAPL SMS to ensure 
the risks associated with the aircraft operations are reduced to As Low As Reasonably Practicable (ALARP).  

The Northern Apron Aircraft Operations Procedure (this Procedure) has been developed as one of the mitigation 
strategies for the hazards that were identified in the risk assessment and serve to alert the tenants and operators 
within this area of the operational requirements for utilising this area.  

2 Regulatory Background 

Essendon Fields Airport facilities are designed and operated under the Civil Aviation Safety Regulations 1998 (CASR 
1998) and Part 139 (Aerodromes) Manual of Standards (Part 139 MOS). Supplementary to the Standards, EAPL has 
developed a Conditions of Use (CoU) document that provides all airport operators and users the terms and conditions 
for using the airports infrastructure. 
 
By using any Aeronautical Infrastructure at Essendon Fields Airport, you accept these CoU and use the Aeronautical 
Infrastructure subject to the CoU.  

The CoU provides the airport the ability to direct airport users with instructions relating to the day-to-day operation of 
the airport. The paragraph below from the CoU provides guidance:    

 Section 3 a) iv) other conditions, instructions, orders, and directions necessary for the day-to-day operation of 
the Airport. 

This Procedure is supported by the EAPL CoU and is therefore a requirement for any operators that utilise the 
Northern Apron.  

Web page link to CoU - https://ef.com.au/airport/operations/#airport-user-resources    
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3 Local Information and Procedures  

All operators utilising the Northern Apron must have completed the following requirements prior to accessing and 
operating in this area: 

 Airside Induction 

 Northern Apron Aircraft Operations Procedure (this procedure) 

 Engine Ground Running Procedure 

 Authority to Use Airside & Authority to Drive Airside (as applicable) 

 Jet Crossing procedure (as applicable) 

If you are a Fixed Base Operator (FBO), then you will take responsibility for ensuring that any aircraft that are utilising 
your facility are managed in accordance with these requirements. 

3.1 Airside Induction 

The Airside Induction is a requirement for all persons that operate airside or who require access to the EAPL airside 
facilities.  

This induction can be found on the Essendon Fields website here: https://ef.com.au/airport/operations/#airport-
induction   

3.2  Northern Apron Aircraft Operations Procedure  

The Northern Apron Aircraft Operations Procedure (this procedure) provides to bring all the requirements for operating 
on the Northern Apron into a document and will be a requirement for anyone utilising the Northern Apron for their 
operations.  

3.3 Aircraft Engine Ground Run Procedure 

The Aircraft Engine Ground Run Procedure is applicable to all operations across the airport, including operations on 
the Northern Apron. The conditions set out in this procedure apply to the ground running of aircraft engines for the 
purposes of maintenance, testing and minimising noise impacts to sensitive receptors. These conditions do not apply 
to and are not intended to limit immediate pre-flight engine checks, normal start, taxi and shutdown procedures.  

All aircraft operations that require engine runs above idle must be undertaken in accordance with this procedure. This 
procedure also forms part of the Airside Induction and Conditions of Use.  

A copy of the Aircraft Engine Ground Run Procedure can be found on the Essendon Fields website here: 
https://ef.com.au/airport/operations/#airport-user-resources  

3.4 Authority to Use Airside & Authority to Drive Airside (as applicable) 

Vehicles may not be driven Airside unless the vehicle has been issued with an Authority for Use Airside (AUA) permit, 
and the driver has been issued with an Authority to Drive Airside (ADA) licence.  

Ground staff are required to hold an Authority to Drive Airside to allow them to operate vehicles or Ground Service 
Equipment (GSE). This is a requirement for moving aircraft from the hangars to the bays on the Northern Apron and 
around the airfield. 

Vehicles and drivers that do not hold the required permits/licence, but who have a valid reason to be airside, must be 
under escort by an appropriately licensed airside vehicle and driver. 

Further details on these requirements can be found on the Essendon Fields website here: 
https://ef.com.au/airport/operations/#airside-driving-vehicles  
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3.5 Jet Crossing Procedure (as applicable) 

Any operators that receive or dispatch aircraft between 2200-0600L are required to have undertaken training to 
operate the Jet Crossing in accordance with the Jet Crossing Operations Procedure. This training can be completed 
by visiting the Essendon Fields online induction portal.  

4 Apron Operational Requirements 

4.1 Apron Markings  

It is essential that operators know and understand the markings that have been provided on the apron and must be 
followed. The plan of the apron markings (see Attachment A) provides guidance for parking and moving aircraft 
around the apron.  

The white broken lines are the guidance lines for tug operators to follow while moving aircraft around this area. 
Following these lines ensures that larger aircraft all have the required clearances from other aircraft and structures as 
they are being moved into position. 

The apron markings have been designed for an aircraft up to 29m wingspan and show where aircraft can be 
positioned to remain clear of the taxiway.  

The critical aircraft for the apron design are listed below. Permission must be granted by EAPL, prior to the aircraft’s 
arrival, for any aircraft that exceed these parameters and will be operating on the Northern apron. Tenants of Hangars 
9 & 10 are exempt from this requirement as the taxiways associated with these hangars permit a maximum wingspan 
of 32m.  

 

 
 

Bombardier Global Express (ICAO code: GLEX) Gulfstream IV (ICAO code: GLF4) 

 Wingspan 28.65m 
 Length 30.30m 
 Height 7.7m 

 Wingspan 23.72m 
 Length 26.90m 
 Height 7.44m 

The following Bay Occupancy Chart relates to the use of the parking bays on the apron: 

Bay 1 
 Maximum span 28.65m (GLEX) max length 30.5m (GLEX) 
 Taxi in - no restrictions 
 Taxi out - pushback & tow forward to engine Start Position 

Bay 2 

 Maximum span 23.72m (GLF4) max length 26.90m (GLF4) 
 Taxi in - no restrictions 
 Taxi out –  

o CL604 or LJ45 idle thrust only 
o >20,000kg MTOW – pushback & tow forward to engine Start Position

Note: As the apron is designated for the sole use of the tenants, they may choose to park aircraft within the parking 
clearance lines under their own volition.  
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5.1 Engine Start Positions 

EAPL requires that, where operationally possible, any aircraft that are operating from the Northern Apron must be 
aligned to the Primary Engine Start Position before starting their engine/s.  

Where weather conditions (i.e. a strong northerly wind) prevents this, aircraft can be moved to a secondary engine 
start position on the taxilane to allow for an easterly facing position - Refer Attachment B. The location of the 
secondary engine start position will prevent movement of other aircraft into and out of the apron. Therefore, the 
aircraft operator or FBO must liaise with the other northern apron tenants and ATC prior to utilising this location.  

EAPL will allow smaller aircraft (less than 20T) to start their engines on Bay 2 provided the aircraft switches from 
breakaway thrust to idle as soon as possible when turning.  

At all times, the responsibility for the safe operation of the aircraft engine start falls to the aircraft operator. EAPL has 
provided jet blast drawings for critical aircraft starting up in these positions at Attachment C. 

5.2 Re-Fuelling Operations     

Aircraft that are being refuelled must reference Civil Aviation Order 20.9. 

During fuelling operations, the aircraft and ground fuelling equipment shall be so located that no fuel tank filling points 
or vent outlets lie: 

a) Within 5m of any sealed building; 
b) Within 6m of other stationary aircraft; 
c) Within 15m of any exposed public area; 
d) Within 15m of any unsealed building in the case of aircraft with maximum take-off weight more than 5700kg; 

and 
e) Within 9m of any unsealed building in the case of aircraft with a maximum take-off weight not exceeding 

5700kg. 

An aircraft engine shall not be started or operated: 
a) Within 5 metres (17 ft) of any sealed building; or 
b) Within 8 metres (25 ft) of other aircraft; or 
c) Within 15 metres (50 ft) of any exposed public area; or 
d) Within 15 metres (50 ft) of any unsealed building in the case of an aircraft with a maximum take-off weight 

exceeding 5700 kg (12 566 lb); or 
e) Within 8 metres (25 ft) of any unsealed building in the case of an aircraft with a maximum take-off weight not 

exceeding 5 700 kg (12 566 lb); 

5.3 Jet Operations     

One of the main hazards from large jet operations on the apron is the possibility of jet blast affecting others both on 
the airport and the adjoining properties. Attachment C provides guidance to the extent of the jet blast in the 
nominated engine start areas based on the critical aircraft. The following restrictions have been developed in 
accordance with this plan based on Part 139 MOS – 6.64  

Turbojet engines shall be operated within the appropriate distance specified below of any other aircraft, fuelling 
equipment or exposed public areas which lie to the rear of and within a 15-degree arc either side of the exhaust outlet 
axis of that engine: 
 

ENGINE TYPE POWER CONDITION MINIMUM DISTANCE  

Turbojet 
At or below normal slow taxiing thrust 30m (100 ft) 

At thrust used to initiate movement of a stationary aircraft 46m (150 ft) 
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6 Apron Operations 

Aircraft operators and maintenance organisations need to be aware of the possible impact of their operations on the 
facilities close to this area. This includes adjoining businesses and the proximity of the public to apron area.  

Possible impacts include fumes, noise and any other action that could have a negative impact on others close to the 
area. Please exercise an elevated level of situational awareness of not only the impact of your operations, but those of 
others operating in the area. 

7 Airport Contact Details 

Please ensure the contact details for the airside operations staff is included in your operations manual and can be 
accessed by any staff that may have questions or need to make a report to EAPL.  

Airport Operations Officer (Car 1):  0418 335 549   airportops@ef.com.au  

Aviation Operations Manager:  0448 431 477 aviation@ef.com.au 
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Attachment A – Northern Apron Plan & Primary Engine Start Point 
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Attachment B – Secondary Engine Start Point 
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Attachment C - Jet Blast 
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